MICROSOFT TEAMS
MEETING ROOM SOLUTIONS

Collaboration experts Lexel Systems offer a unique
blend of Microsoft expertise and audio-visual solutions,
transforming meeting rooms, team collaboration spaces
and boardrooms.
From the initial network feasibility assessment, to room
design and installation, hardware to training, project
management to support; Lexel’s experienced collaboration
team provides complete meeting room solutions.

Our services include:
Assessment. A formal Microsoft meeting rooms
assessment will help you decide on the best strategy
and solution based on your business priorities.
Consulting. Access a wide range of expertise,
from Microsoft Certified Professionals through to
audio-visual specialist engineers and consultants.

Lexel delivers a quality meeting and a rich, collaborative
meeting room experience, ensuring your organisation’s
meeting room solutions are simple to use and work every
time - without fail.

Network readiness. Our team can ensure your
network is configured correctly, optimised for your
meeting room solution.

Teams meeting rooms

Project management. Our experienced team will
manage the entire meeting room project end-to-end
keeping you informed every step of the way.

Microsoft Teams revolutionises meetings and meeting
rooms through:
User experience. Consistent and familiar meeting experiences
from your meeting room, including for those accessing remotely
from a PC, Mac or mobile.
Collaboration. Work on documents in real-time with your
meeting integrated Office 365 applications.
Reliability. Adaptive, resilient audio and video, even over
limited bandwidth.
Transcription. Record then play back meetings, and search
for important items in the transcript.
Translation. Live captions and subtitles, for a number of
languages.
Security. Includes enterprise-grade security, compliance and
manageability.
Branding. Brand company meetings and video experiences
with custom, corporate backgrounds.
Live events. Schedule, produce and broadcast meetings and
events for up to 10,000 attendees.
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Room design. Whether it’’s a simple plug and play
system or a fully customised room design including
acoustics, lighting and furniture recommendations.
Supply and installation. Lexel can supply and install
your meeting room solution from end-to-end, so you
only have one partner to deal with.
User adoption and training. Administration and
user training, in-room cheat sheets, and customised
video-based training assets.
Certified devices. A range of Microsoft Teams
certified devices are available in every size, for every
space and designed for every working style.
Get expert guidance on the best devices for your
organisation’s needs.
Microsoft licensing. Ensure your Microsoft Teams
solution is optimally licensed, with the help of our
experienced, highly regarded Microsoft software
licensing team.
Support. Through our 24x7 local NZ service desk,
access post-installation support, scheduled
maintenance and monitoring - with SLA’s to meet your
organisation’s support needs.
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Microsoft Teams Rooms

Microsoft Surface Hub

Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR) simplifies the meeting room
experience for both Microsoft Teams and Skype
for Business.

Lexel can help you turn any space into a teamwork space with the Surface Hub 2S.

MTR provides a simple meeting room experience with onetouch join, content sharing and centre of room control. MTR is
scalable from small to large rooms with its various audio and
video options.

Small rooms (up to 8 seats)

Be seen, be heard, and actively participate in the group
discussion with best-in-class technology. Remote meetings and
ad-hoc calls run seamlessly with Microsoft Teams or Skype for
Business.
Videos look clear and crisp on a brilliant, 4K+ high resolution
touch screen with amazing graphics performance.

Designed for small rooms such as focus or huddle rooms; this
configuration minimises cabling and saves space with an all-inone camera, speaker, and microphone.

Medium rooms (8-12 seats)
Designed for medium sized rooms; this configuration includes
dedicated camera, speaker, and microphone.

Where Surface Hub really shines is its beautiful touch and pen
experience; in particular the 2-way white board sharing allows
remote teams to seamlessly share ideas.

Collaboration Bars
Collaboration Bars for Microsoft Teams provide a cost-effective
way to enable smaller meeting spaces. Collaboration Bars
are purpose-built for smaller meeting spaces like focus rooms,
huddle spaces and conference rooms and are designed for one
to five people.

Large rooms (12+ seats)
The large configuration builds on the medium room, adding an
additional speaker and microphone to ensure coverage.
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The all-in-one units are quick and easy to install, typically
attached directly to the TV screen.
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